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The unique PA sound is achieved by 
incorporating eight high-efficiency 2.8“ 
neodymium mid-frequency drivers and 7 
pieces of 1“ direct radiation dome tweeters 
into each unit.

All drivers are mounted on an A4 paper-
sized front surface in a cabinet weighing only 
8 kg including the rigging, 400W class-D 
amplification and DSP.

M-F3A
A masterpiece of sophisticated 
German engineering
M-F3A is an ultra-compact active line 
array system offering crystal-clear sound 
reproduction with extremely low tonal 
coloration and studio quality highs due to its 
hornless design.

Also available in
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www.se-audiotechnik.com

ULTRA-COMPACT SIZE

LOW WEIGHT OF ONLY 8 KG

BUILT-IN AMPLIFICATION & DSP

IT‘S THE PERFORMANCE THAT MATTERS.
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THE ALEX SCHLOESSER COLUMN

Equalizer or Compressor, Which One is it?
And now you will ask the obvious 
question: Why would that even be a 
question or an option? The headline for 
this issue’s Column is just something that 
I have carried along in my career and I 
still find this an important aspect of our 
work as sound engineers. Allow me to 
explain.

Anyone that has been doing sound for 
more than ten years will remember 

mixing most of their shows on analogue consoles. Consequently, you 
always had EQ available at your disposal and yes, of course the EQ 
quality depended on the quality and price of the console. There were 
only very few consoles and those where usually extremely expensive, 
which had dynamics modules on board. One of my personal favorites 
was the ATI PARAGON and it had indeed a noise gate and Compressor 
per channel on board and was a fully analogue console. I was saving for 
a couple of years to buy one and then digital took over...

As a result, processing resources were limited and as a sound engineer 
you had to choose what to use and where. This is both troublesome 
and good, because you make very conscious decisions. I have also 
recognized that this is a completely different decision process in Life 
Sound, where I spend my life, and in Recording studios. Whatever I say 
here is about the life sound environment. In life sound 80% of your 
work is fighting those demons of feedback, bad room acoustics, a 
P.A. that is too small, a band that is not tight etc. and only 20% is 
making it nice and adding the cream to your mix. 

In my early days on most of the gigs I only had one dual 
channel / stereo compressor and one four channel Noise 
gate for any dynamic treatment and the compressors 
usually ended in the same places. One channel for the 
BASS Player, because the player’s dynamic was quite strong 
and would kill the P.A. system eventually. The second 
channel usually went to the Bass Drum to get a decent 
tight punch out of a Bass drum that should keep the beat 
together. Bringing those two sources under control allowed 
most gigs to go through without major incidences.

In today’s technical environment, where we do have everything 
available all time on every channel at even the most cost efficient small 
little digital consoles, I have found one thing rather common. I hear a 
lot of gigs that are completely over processed and this is sad. When 
you need to make choices on your decisions, because you have limited 
resources you usually end up making better choices, because your 
choices are very conscious.

I have found that getting your dynamic under control is much more 
important than getting the EQ right and that is because of the problems 
mentioned above. The audience will likely know some of the songs that 
they hear during a performance and they will know them from listening 
to CD (yeah, very old school) or even worst case MP3 and similar. 
The dynamic is rather limited on these mediums and that is what is 
expected in the life environment as well. The dynamic of any given life 
concert will be very likely less than 15dB if it is considered smooth and 
consistent and that does represent a challenge for the engineer.

I remember working a few shows with one colleague at the time who 
would rather go back to resetting the console if he was not happy 
with his mix, than trying to fix a weak mix by adding another dozen 
processing units and I have always found this to be the way I want to 
approach this. If it’s not right, don’t add more, it will not get better, but 
rather worse. In this spirit I wish you all very happy mixing...

You are very welcome to keep this column interactive and to share 
what you want to hear about and which topics you want to see 
addressed.  Please send your queries to: alex@asaudio.de
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